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Holland Views – Disney – Price: $110; Mcap: $164bn 
  

Margin of Safety 
 

The disclosure1 this week by Disney of a new divisional breakdown is worth bringing to your 

attention. It is noteworthy because it breaks out for the first time, Disney’s segmental revenues 

and losses in its new ‘Direct-to-Consumer & International’ business unit. This is a pivotal 

business for Disney as the company migrates to an over-the-top distribution strategy ala Netflix.   

The unit consists of revenues from the ESPN+ service which launched last year and costs 

attributed to the Disney+ unit (to be launched later this year) and the costs associated with the 

BAMTech and Hulu units. It also contains some legacy International TV channels profits. 

Fig.1: New Disney headline divisional structure 

 
Source: Disney 8-k, January 2019 

In the research we published in November2 we tried to tackle many of the investors’ concerns 

related to this DTC roll out. We will not regurgitate them all again here (please see our November 

note re-attached).  

The new point worth considering is that the scale of losses already being incurred by the 

company (2018 loss of -$738m up from a loss of only -$38m two years earlier) is material. 

Whilst this figure is almost certain to grow over the next two years as Disney builds this network-

out in scale, we think the fact that current profitability is being dragged by this amount offers a 

more quantifiable margin of safety versus a the headline PE multiple. 

Simply put, Disney is today valued at 16x its 2018 historic earnings, but this multiple falls to 

c.15x or less if we ex-out the taxed losses associated with this new strategic network investment. 

(Actually, as shown in the Appendix, the DTC losses are even greater than $738m as this is just 

the divisional total including international existing operational profits. DTC Losses and those of 

Bamtech and Hulu were a combined $1.05bn in 2018).  

                                                 
1 https://www.thewaltdisneycompany.com/disney-provides-financial-information-on-its-direct-to-consumer-and-international-business/  
2 Holland Views – Disney – Game Changer, Nov 2018 

https://www.thewaltdisneycompany.com/disney-provides-financial-information-on-its-direct-to-consumer-and-international-business/
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This insight, i.e. that historic profit levels are carrying losses is relevant we believe. Without a 

clear view of what future Disney profitability will look like, investors are taking a ‘wait and see’ 

approach to its network plan. Whilst logical, this means that all are thinking the same way.  

Our thoughts on valuation have considered the idea from the opposite angle. That is, if the Disney 

network is ultimately a success then future profitability will be higher than today and the PE of 

the shares higher also to reflect its then dominant position both in direct-to-consumer media as 

well as Content and Parks. i.e. as shareholders we will do well (how well, we will have to wait to 

find out but a continuation of past EPS compounding of c.9 to 13% plus a PE re-rating to say 20x 

could easily result in 15-20% IRRs for today’s investor).  

This is all plausible. But, just as important is the inverse: what happens in the case that the 

Network were to fail to be a financial success? This is where we think today’s valuation against 

historical earnings is relevant. In the case of failure, Disney would most likely (eventually) revert 

to some form of distribution of its content via others Networks (see our original note for greater 

discussion of this). In such a scenario, future Disney might look a lot like old Disney but with 

these start-up losses eliminated. As such, the modest starting-valuation of historic earnings is a 

useful backstop and suggests a good margin of Safety. Ergo: 

“Heads I win, Tails I don’t lose too much” - anon 

Global content awaits tipping point 

We think Disney an exceptional Franchise business that has many very attractive traits. That the 

success or otherwise of its transition to direct-to-consumer distribution is unknown is why the 

shares are offered at the current valuation. When/if the network rollout is a success and 

subscribers join in large numbers then the final piece of the investor jigsaw will be visible. As a 

result, the shares will then likely not sit on their current valuation. However, we concede that such 

investment phases by companies are hard to time for investors and greater investment/losses could 

well mean the shares stay modestly valued for longer than planned. We have noted before that 

‘good’ companies want to make such transitions really pay off so often they can end up spending 

more for longer during an investment phase to get exactly the right outcome. This is a combination 

of factors (more expense for longer) Mr Market rarely encourages or applauds! (Please see an 

attached 2017 piece on Sports Direct that discussed this exact issue generically). 

Having spent a good deal of time recently on the economics of content (See also Formula One 

piece) we are firmly of the view that global content business if well run and modestly valued are 

very attractive assets. At the point in time that they start to really monetise themselves in the new 

online world is when investors will re-appraise their value. We do not know when but we feel 

that this day will come for Disney (and Formula One) like it has for WWE, and we want to be 

owners of the share when it does. In the meantime, well we don’t think we lose too much. 
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Disclaimer 
This document does not consist of investment research as it has not been prepared in accordance with UK legal 

requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Therefore even if it contains a research 

recommendation it should be treated as a marketing communication and as such will be fair, clear and not misleading 

in line with Financial Conduct Authority rules. Holland Advisors is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority. This presentation is intended for institutional investors and high net worth experienced investors who 

understand the risks involved with the investment being promoted within this document. This communication should 

not be distributed to anyone other than the intended recipients and should not be relied upon by retail clients (as defined 

by Financial Conduct Authority). This communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may 

not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This 

communication is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy 

or sell any security or other financial instrument. Any opinions cited in this communication are subject to change 

without notice. This communication is not a personal recommendation to you. Holland Advisors takes all reasonable 

care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete; however no warranty, representation, or undertaking is 

given that it is free from inaccuracies or omissions. This communication is based on and contains current public 

information, data, opinions, estimates and projections obtained from sources we believe to be reliable. Past performance 

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The content of this communication may have been disclosed to the 

issuer(s) prior to dissemination in order to verify its factual accuracy. Investments in general involve some degree of 

risk therefore Prospective Investors should be aware that the value of any investment may rise and fall and you may 

get back less than you invested. Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates and other 

factors. The investment discussed in this communication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries and 

may not be suitable for all investors. If you are unsure about the suitability of this investment given your financial 

objectives, resources and risk appetite, please contact your financial advisor before taking any further action. This 

document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities 

or other instruments mentioned in it. Holland Advisors and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or take 

positions in securities or derivatives mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to 

time dispose of any such securities (or instrument). Holland Advisors manage conflicts of interest in regard to this 

communication internally via their compliance procedures.  

 

 

 

 


